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Abstract

Background. Generalization of conditioned-fear, a core feature of post-traumatic stress dis-
order (PTSD), has been the focus of several recent neuroimaging studies. A striking outcome
of these studies is the frequency with which neural correlates of generalization fall within hubs
of well-established functional networks including salience (SN), central executive (CEN), and
default networks (DN). Neural substrates of generalization found to date may thus reflect
traces of large-scale brain networks that form more expansive neural representations of gen-
eralization. The present study includes the first network-based analysis of generalization and
PTSD-related abnormalities therein.
Methods. fMRI responses in established intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs) representing
SN, CEN, and DN were assessed during a generalized conditioned-fear task in male combat
veterans (N = 58) with wide-ranging PTSD symptom severity. The task included five rings of
graded size. Extreme sizes served as conditioned danger-cues (CS+: paired with shock) and
safety-cues (CS−), and the three intermediate sizes served as generalization stimuli (GSs)
forming a continuum-of-size between CS+ and CS–. Generalization-gradients were assessed
as behavioral and ICN response slopes from CS+, through GSs, to CS–. Increasing PTSD
symptomatology was predicted to relate to less-steep slopes indicative of stronger
generalization.
Results. SN, CEN, and DN responses fell along generalization-gradients with levels of gener-
alization within and between SN and CEN scaling with PTSD symptom severity.
Conclusions. Neural substrates of generalized conditioned-fear include large-scale networks
that adhere to the functional organization of the brain. Current findings implicate levels of
generalization in SN and CEN as promising neural markers of PTSD.

Introduction

Generalization of conditioned-fear is a basic, associative-learning process by which fear to a
conditioned danger-cue (CS+) transfers to safe stimuli resembling the CS+ (Pavlov, 1927).
Excessive fear-generalization is a core aspect of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), reflected
by the DSM-5’s inclusion of heightened distress to situations ‘resembling’ aspects of the
trauma in its description of the disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Recent
studies have documented overgeneralization in PTSD (Kaczkurkin et al., 2017; Lissek &
Grillon, 2012; Morey et al., 2015), panic disorder (Lissek et al., 2010) and generalized anxiety
disorder (Greenberg, Carlson, Cha, Hajcak, & Mujica-Parodi, 2013b; Lissek et al., 2014b) using
lab-based generalization paradigms designed to assess fear-related responding across CS+, a
conditioned safety-cue (CS−), and generalization stimuli (GSs) that form a continuum of per-
ceptual similarity between CS+ and CS−. Most commonly, generalization is captured by
generalization-gradients, or slopes, reflecting a gradual decline in fear responding (or increase
in safety responding) to stimuli of decreasing similarity to CS+. The extent of generalization is
indicated by the steepness of gradients from CS+ to GSs to CS−, with less-steep gradients indi-
cating stronger levels of generalization.

Brain substrates of generalized conditioned-fear in humans

Healthy samples
An emerging fMRI literature applying generalization-gradient methodology has identified dis-
crete brain areas instantiating generalized conditioned-fear in healthy participants. As
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summarized in Table 1, a striking aspect of findings across such
studies is the extent to which neural correlates of generalization
map onto key hubs of established functional networks. For
example, the majority of studies document positive gradients of
generalization, defined by increasing fear-related responding as
the presented stimulus becomes more similar to CS+, in both
anterior insula (AI: seven studies) and dorsomedial prefrontal
cortex (dmPFC: five studies), two hubs of the salience network
(SN: e.g. Seeley et al., 2007). Such findings suggest robust salience
detection of CS+ that gradually declines as stimuli differentiate
from CS+. Findings of positive generalization-gradients in dorsal
striatum (caudate: three studies) and mediodorsal thalamus (two
studies) further implicate the involvement of SN in generalization,
as striatum and thalamus have been identified as subcortical
aspects of SN that connect prefrontal cortex to midbrain dopa-
minergic regions (Peters, Dunlop, & Downar, 2016).
Additionally, six studies found negative generalization-gradients,
defined by decreases in safety-related activity as presented stimuli
become more similar to CS+, both in the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (vmPFC) and ventral precuneus (VPc), two important loci
of the default network (DN). These findings suggest that
DN-mediated internal mentation (e.g. Andrews-Hanna,
Smallwood, & Spreng, 2014) is disrupted most by the genuine
danger-cue (CS+) and is increasingly less disturbed as presented
stimuli decrease in similarity to CS+. Finally, five of six studies
showing negative generalization-gradients in vmPFC and VPc
also found negative gradients in the hippocampus (HPC), a
third constituent of the DN (e.g. Vincent et al., 2006).

In addition to nodes of SN and DN, functional hubs of the
central executive network (CEN), linked to goal-directed cognitive
control (e.g. Cole, Repovš, & Anticevic, 2014), are represented in
three of seven studies, with positive generalization-gradients
implemented in both dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and
inferior parietal lobule (IPL) nodes of the CEN. That constituents
of CEN instantiate gradients of generalization in the same

direction as those of SN is consistent with positively correlated
activity found across these two networks (e.g. Chand &
Dhamala, 2015). Furthermore, the opposite direction of findings
in both CEN and SN relative to DN parallels previous findings
of anti-correlated activity between DN and both CEN (e.g.
Chen, Glover, Greicius, & Chang, 2017) and SN (e.g. Raichle,
2015).

PTSD patients
Despite the centrality of fear learning and its generalization to
PTSD, only two studies to date have investigated brain substrates
of these processes in PTSD. One such study (Morey et al., 2015)
identified neural correlates of the shift in peak responding from
CS+ to safe stimuli with exaggerated threat-cue-like qualities, ren-
dering this study less relevant to the present work targeting
PTSD-related over-responding to safe stimuli with degraded
threat-cue-like qualities. The other, a recent fMRI study from
our group (Kaczkurkin et al., 2017), identified brain regions
instantiating overgeneralization to safe stimuli with degraded
threat-cue-like qualities in PTSD, with many such loci mapping
onto functional hubs of the SN (AI, dmPFC, caudate), CEN
(dlPFC, IPL), and DN (ventral hippocampus). These findings
are consistent with the triple-network theory of psychopathology,
according to which aberrant activity in, and connectivity among,
SN, CEN, and DN characterize numerous psychiatric disorders
(Menon, 2011) including PTSD (e.g. Akiki, Averill, & Abdallah,
2017).

The present study

The extent to which well-replicated neural correlates of general-
ization fall within key nodes of SN, CEN, and DN, together
with evidence of overgeneralization in constituents of such net-
works in PTSD, implicates these brain networks as important
contributors to the neurobiology and psychopathology of

Table 1. Functional neuroimaging findings in healthy controls implicating nodes of the salience, central executive, and DN in generalized conditioned-fear

Study

Positive generalization-gradients
Negative

generalization-gradients

AI dmPFCa Caud MDN dlPFCb IPLc vmPFCd VPc HPC

1. Dunsmoor, Prince, Murty, Kragel, and LaBar, (2011) X X

2. Greenberg, Carlson, Cha, Hajcak, and Mujica-Parodi,
(2013a)

X X X X X

3. Kaczkurkin et al. (2017) X X X X X X X X X

4. Lange et al. (2017) X X X X X X X X

5. Lissek et al. (2014a, 2014b) X X X X X X X

6. Onat and Büchel (2015) X X X X

7. Tuominen et al. (2019) X X X X X

Network Salience Salience
(subcortical)

Central Executive Default

AI, anterior insula; dmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; Caud, caudate; MDN, mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; IPL, inferior parietal lobule;
vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; VPc, ventral precuneus; HPC, hippocampus.
Results are organized by brain areas showing positive or negative generalization-gradients, with positive and negative gradients reflecting increasing and decreasing signal change,
respectively, as presented stimuli become more similar to CS+. Results reflect generalization effects across the healthy participants in each study.
aBrodmann areas (BA) 6 and 8 and dorsal ACC.
bBA 9 and 10.
cBA 40.
dBA 11.
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generalization. Importantly, the discrete neural substrates of gen-
eralization found to date may reflect traces of larger brain net-
works that form more extensive, spatially distributed neural
representations of generalization that adhere to the large-scale
functional organization of the brain. The current study is the
first to apply network-based analyses to test this possibility.

Primary predictions
fMRI activations in SN and CEN were expected to form positive
generalization-gradients with overgeneralization in PTSD relative
to trauma controls characterized by less-steep downward slopes as
the presented stimulus differentiated from CS+. Additionally, DN
activations were expected to fall along negative generalization-
gradients, with overgeneralization in PTSD v. trauma controls
(TC) characterized by less-steep upward slopes as presented stim-
uli differentiated from CS+.

Secondary predictions
To further elucidate the degree to which generalization and
PTSD-related overgeneralization relate to the triple-network
model of psychopathology (Menon, 2011), we assessed relations
between levels of generalization across networks and the moder-
ation of such relations by PTSD. According to this model,
SN-mediated salience detection reduces internally focused atten-
tion by disengaging the DN, and reorients cognitive resources
toward the salient event by engaging the CEN. Based on this
model, we predicted inverse relations between magnitudes of fear-
generalization instantiated in SN and DN, and positive associa-
tions between such magnitudes displayed by SN and CEN.
Further, because the model links abnormalities in SN-mediated
salience detection, like those found in PTSD (e.g. Hayes, Hayes,
& Mikedis, 2012), to altered patterns of connectivity between
SN and both DN and CEN (Menon, 2011), we tested the influ-
ence of PTSD on SN-DN and SN-CEN relations during general-
ization. Specifically, we predicted weaker inverse relations between
levels of generalization in SN and DN with increasing PTSD

symptom severity, as those with PTSD have been found to
show reduced anti-correlations between SN and DN activity
(Brown et al., 2014; Sripada et al., 2012). Finally, we expected
stronger generalization-related correspondence between SN and
CEN with increasing PTSD symptomology based on previous
work linking PTSD to enhanced SN-CEN functional connectivity
during threat processing (Rabellino et al., 2015).

Methods and materials

Analyzed data derived from a previously-published fMRI study
assessing generalization in 71 male U.S. military veterans of
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with PTSD, subthreshold PTSD
(SubPTSD), or no PTSD (TC). PTSD status was established by
the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS: Blake et al.,
1995). Participants in the SubPTSD and TC groups did not meet
criteria for PTSD and were characterized by CAPS scores between
20–39 and 0–19 respectively, as recommended (Weathers, Keane,
& Davidson, 2001). Participants who either failed to condition or
displayed excessive head motion were excluded (see
Supplementary material) leaving 20 PTSDs, 19 SubPTSDs, and
19 TCs available for final analyses. During fMRI runs, participants
completed a validated, generalized conditioned-fear paradigm
(Lissek et al., 2014a) described in Fig. 1.

Characterizing intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs)

Networks were drawn from a set of 60 components identified via
spatial independent component analysis (ICA) of resting-state data
from a separate healthy sample (N = 218: Abram et al,. 2015).
These components thus represent intrinsic connectivity networks
(ICNs) of neural activity, and will be referred to as ICNs throughout.
Twenty-seven of 60 ICNs were non-artifactual, with many showing
substantial overlap with a variety of established, functional brain
networks (Yeo et al., 2011) including visual-spatial, somatomotor,
dorsal attention, fronto-parietal, cingulo-opercular, and anterior

Fig. 1. The applied generalization paradigm consists of five checkerboard textured rings that form a continuum-of-size across conditioned danger-cue (CS+), three
classes of generalization stimuli (GS3, GS2, GS1), and conditioned safety-cue (oCS−). The CS+ is the largest ring for counterbalance (CB) Group A (50% of the sam-
ple) and the smallest ring for CB Group B. In addition to ringed stimuli, a checkerboard textured ‘V’ shaped stimulus was included as a non-circular conditioned
safety-cue (i.e. vCS–). The vCS– served as a control condition to assess broader generalization to all things circular. The task was conducted in three phases: (1) pre-
acquisition: 20 of each stimulus type (CS+, GS3, GS2, GS1, oCS–, vCS–) presented without electric shock, (2) acquisition: 15 CS+, oCS–, and vCS–, with 12 of 15 CS+
trials co-terminating with shock (100 ms, 3–5 mA, delivered to the right ankle), and (3) generalization: 20 of each stimulus type (CS+, GS3, GS2, GS1, oCS–, vCS–) with
an additional 10 shock-reinforced CS + administered to prevent extinction of conditioned fear while leaving 20 unreinforced CS+ to index responses uninfluenced by
the shock. Participants were not instructed of CS/US or GS/US contingencies. However, participants were told they may learn to predict shock if they attend to
shapes on the screen during the task. On 50% of trials across phases, participants rated their perceived risk of shock using a three-button response pad (Lumina
LP-404 by Cedrus).
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and posterior default networks. Additionally, networks centering on
a diversity of brain regions including the striatum, striato-thalamus,
cerebellum, frontal pole, and posterior insula were included among
these 27 non-artifactual ICNs.

The initial stage of ICN classification followed Abram et al.
(2015). Briefly, group-level ICN maps were normalized, thre-
sholded (z/zmax > 0.30: Poppe et al., 2013), and binarized (Yeo
et al. 2011). Next, ICNs of interest were selected based on two cri-
teria. The first was inclusion of brain areas found to underlie gen-
eralization or PTSD-related overgeneralization in studies listed in
Table 1. Seventeen ICNs met this criterion. The second was instan-
tiation of a generalization-gradient within the full ICN. To deter-
mine this, we measured BOLD activity within the 17 candidate
ICNs to each stimulus-type and assessed the extent to which
ICN activity fell along generalization-gradients reflecting gradual
increases (positive gradients) or decreases (negative gradients) in
responding from CS− through GSs to CS+. Eight ICNs met this
criterion (see online Supplementary Table S3). These eight were
then characterized by calculating their percent overlap (Dice,
1945) with established networks (Yeo et al., 2011), and visually
inspecting for inclusion of the established networks’ functional
hubs. Through these assessments, six of eight ICNs of interest
were found to substantially align with the SN, CEN or DN.

Next, we assessed effects of group and symptom severity on
gradients shape in the eight ICNs of interest and behavioral
responding by testing: (1) Group × stimulus-type and CAPS ×
stimulus-type repeated-measures ANOVAs, (2) paired t tests
comparing responses to each stimulus-type against oCS− for
positive gradients or CS+ for negative gradients, separately for
each group, (3) correlations between subject-level, single-value
generalization indices and CAPS scores, and (4) effects of CAPS
scores on inter-network dynamics using hierarchical regressions
with CAPS as a moderator of between-network associations in
the extent of generalization.

Additional details regarding sample characteristics (online
Supplementary Tables S1 and S2), exclusion criteria,
generalization-paradigm design, MRI acquisition-parameters,
ICN selection-criteria, and analytic strategies for fMRI/behavioral
data can be found in the Supplement.

Results

Behavioral findings

Group (TC, SubPTSD, PTSD) × stimulus-type and CAPS ×
stimulus-type linear trends emerged (Table 2) reflecting more
gradual, linear decreases in perceived risk among PTSD and
SubPTSD v. TC (Table 3) as stimulus similarity to the CS+
declined. As shown in Fig. 2, generalization-gradients in TC
formed quadratic slopes that deviated substantially from a hypo-
thetical linear-gradient (dotted line), whereas gradients in PTSD
and SubPTSD fell along more gradual declines with less deviation
from linearity, reflecting greater generalization of perceived risk in
PTSD and SubPTSD v. TC. Further, as described in Fig. 2, gener-
alization of risk extended to three degrees of CS+ differentiation
(GS1, GS2, GS3) in PTSD and SubPTSD, but only one degree
(GS3) in TC. Finally, the steepness of generalization-gradients cal-
culated with linear deviation scores (LDS: Lissek et al., 2014a),
reflecting the degree to which subject-level gradients departed
from linearity (see Supplement), was not associated with PTSD
symptom severity (r =−0.18, p = 0.19).

ICN findings

The eight ICNs meeting selection criteria are detailed in online
Supplementary Table S3 and include: one bilateral
cingulo-opercular SN (bilateral-SN), two ICNs centering on sub-
cortical aspects of the SN (dorsal-striatum, striatum/thalamus),

Table 2. Results for group by stimulus-type interactions and CAPS by stimulus-type interactions for risk ratings and ICN responses falling along positive and negative
generalization-gradients

(A) (B)

Groupa × stimulus-type interactions CAPS × stimulus-type interactions

Wilks’ λ Lin. Quad. Wilks’ λ Lin. Quad.

Risk ratings 3.30** 5.25** 0.98 2.87* 4.33* 1.67

Positive gradients

Bil-SN 1.65 1.23 4.81* 2.74* 0.84 7.30**

Bil-CEN 2.16* 0.89 6.52** 2.73* 0.53 5.36*

R-CEN 2.02 2.38 5.53** 2.37 0.99 6.73*

L-CEN 1.73 5.55** 0.71 2.18 8.07** 0.03

DS 2.90** 6.22** 1.37 3.39* 7.18* 0.07

S/T 1.52 5.22** 0.10 3.89** 7.51** <0.01

Negative gradients

P-DN 1.23 2.65 1.11 1.61 2.39 0.16

A-DN 0.29 0.64 0.08 0.67 0.61 0.54

aGroup is defined as trauma controls (TC) versus subthreshold PTSD (SubPTSD) versus PTSD. Positive and negative gradients reflect increasing and decreasing signal change, respectively, as
presented stimuli become more similar to CS+. CAPS = Clinician Administered PTSD Scale; Wilks’ λ = Wilks’ lambda; Lin = linear trend; Quad = quadratic trend; Bil-SN = bilateral salience
network; Bil-CEN = bilateral central executive network; R-CEN = right-sided central executive network; L-CEN = left-sided central executive network; DS = dorsal striatum, S/T = striatum and
thalamus; P-DN = posterior default network; A-DN = anterior default network. *p < .05; **p < .01.
aGroup is defined as trauma controls
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three CENs including a bilateral prefrontal (bilateral-CEN) and a
predominantly right and left frontoparietal network (right-CEN,
left-CEN), and two DNs (anterior-DN, posterior-DN).

Positive generalization-gradients
Responses across stimuli in ICNs representing SN and CEN
showed positive generalization-gradients, with strongest responses
to CS+ and gradually declining responses as the presented stimu-
lus differentiated from CS+ (Fig. 3a and b).

Bilateral-SN, bilateral-CEN, and right-CEN. Group (PTSD,
SubPTSD, TC) × Stimulus-type and CAPS × Stimulus-type quad-
ratic trends were found for each of these three ICNs (Table 2A
and B). In bilateral-SN and bilateral-CEN such interactions
were driven by steeper quadratic declines in generalization-
gradients in TC v. PTSD and, in bilateral-CEN, steeper quadratic
declines in TC v. SubPTSD (Table 3). As displayed in Fig. 3a,

generalization-gradients in bilateral-SN and bilateral-CEN
among TC formed steep, quadratic slopes that deviate substan-
tially from a hypothetical linear-gradient (dotted line). By con-
trast, bilateral-SN gradients in PTSD, and bilateral-CEN
gradients in PTSD and SubPTSD, fell along more gradual declines
with less deviation from linearity, indicating greater generalization
of bilateral-SN and bilateral-CEN responses. In right-CEN, the
Group × Stimulus-type interaction was driven by less-steep gradi-
ents of generalization in PTSD v. both SubPTSD and TC
(Table 3), with gradients being shallower and more convex than
linear in PTSD and steeper and more concave than linear in
both TC and SubPTSD (Fig. 3a). This less-steep gradient in
PTSD demonstrates greater generalization of right-CEN responses
in PTSD v. TC and SubPTSD.

Gradient shape and PTSD symptom severity. We next assessed
the degree to which gradient steepness (i.e. LDS) in bilateral-SN,

Table 3. Group × stimulus-type interactions across risk ratings and ICNs with group defined as PTSD v. TC, Subthreshold PTSD (SubPTSD) v. TC, and PTSD v.
SubPTSD

Group by stimulus-type interactions

TC v. PTSD TC v. SubPTSD PTSD v. SubPTSD

Wilks’ λ Lin. Quad. Wilks’ λ Lin. Quad. Wilks’ λ Lin. Quad.

Risk-rating 4.66** 7.64** 1.89 4.08** 7.03* 0.20 1.38 0.05 0.85

Positive gradients

Bil-SN 2.35 0.33 7.26* 0.95 2.54 3.41 0.80 0.73 1.01

Bil-CEN 4.36** 1.26 13.86** 1.55 0.18 5.25* 1.21 1.63 0.97

R-CEN 3.62* 5.56 13.08*** 0.99 3.13 0.33 1.33 0.12 5.27*

L-CEN 2.32 7.85** 1.67 0.23 0.37 0.02 2.62 9.30** 0.42

DS 3.10* 9.56** 0.63 2.81* 0.80 3.00 2.09 5.48* 0.73

S/T 3.15 9.47** 0.11 0.51 0.60 0.06 1.40 4.57* 0.01

Negative gradients

P-DN 1.17 1.13 1.37 0.86 1.63 1.75 1.59 6.22** 0.07

A-DN 0.17 0.03 0.13 0.37 1.28 0.01 0.44 1.25 <0.01

Fig. 2. Averaged perceived risk of shock (0 = no risk, 1 = some risk, 2 = high risk) plotted across conditioned danger-cues (CS+), generalization stimuli (GS3, GS2, GS1),
and conditioned safety-cues [ring-shaped (oCS–) and V-shaped (vCS–)] for each group. This reflects data for the current sample, which includes three fewer subjects
than the prior analysis (Kaczkurkin et al., 2017) due to more stringent motion requirements. Main effects of stimulus-type were present for each group ( ps < 0.0001).
Dotted lines indicate hypothetical linear decreases in responding from CS+ to oCS− with which to visualize the deviation of gradients from linearity in each group.
Such deviations reflect a significantly stronger linear component in the generalization-gradient of PTSD and SubPTSD relative to TC ( ps < 0.05), indicating more
gradual, linear declines indicative of overgeneralization in PTSD and SubPTSD. To identify the point on the continuum-of-similarity at which perceived risk ceased
to generalize for each group, planned comparisons contrasting oCS– against CS+ and GS3, GS2, and GS1 were computed. Black data points signify stimulus types
eliciting increased risk ratings relative to oCS– after applying Hochberg’s adjustment for multiple tests (Hochberg, 1988). In TC, perceived risk was elevated from
oCS– to CS+ ( p < 0.001) and GS3 ( p < 0.001). By contrast, in PTSD and SubPTSD, perceived risk was elevated from oCS– to CS+ (all ps < 0.001), GS3 (all ps < 0.001),
GS2 (all ps < 0.001), and GS1 (all ps < 0.016). Thus, while TC generalized perceived risk only to one degree of differentiation from CS+ (i.e. GS3), those in PTSD and
SubPTSD groups generalized to three degrees of differentiation (i.e. GS3–GS1).
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bilateral-CEN, and right-CEN corresponded to PTSD symptom
severity across all participants (N = 58). Results revealed significant
correlations between CAPS scores and LDS for bilateral-SN
(r = 0.35, p = 0.007), bilateral-CEN (r = 0.32, p = 0.014), and
right-CEN (r = 0.34, p = 0.010) (online Supplementary Fig. S1A),
demonstrating less-steep gradients (i.e. stronger generalization) in
these three networks as a function of increasing PTSD symptom
severity.

Left-CEN, dorsal-striatum, and striatum/thalamus. A different
pattern of group effects on positive generalization-gradients
emerged in left-CEN, dorsal-striatum, and striatum/thalamus
(Fig. 3b). Specifically, the Group (PTSD, SubPTSD, TC) ×
Stimulus-type linear trend was significant for each of these
three ICNs, and such effects were the result of less-linear declines
in PTSD relative to the other two groups. As displayed in Fig. 3b,
responses in left-CEN, dorsal-striatum, and striatum/thalamus fell

Fig. 3. Averaged neural responses to conditioned and generalization stimuli across ICNs displaying positive (a and b) and negative (c) generalization-gradients
across TC, SubPTSD and PTSD groups. Inset (a) demonstrates thresholding at z/zmax > 0.3. Thresholded maps were used to assess overlap with known neural sub-
strates of generalization and known networks; full ICN maps were used in main analysis. Dotted lines indicate hypothetical linear increases (a and b) or decreases
(c) in responding from the ring-shaped conditioned safety cue (oCS–) to CS+ with which to visualize the deviation of gradients from linearity in each group. To
identify the point on the continuum of similarity at which ICN activations cease to generalize for positive gradients (a and b), beta weights for the ring-shaped
conditioned safety cue (oCS–) were compared against CS+ and the three classes of generalization stimuli (GS1, GS2, and GS3). For negative gradients (c), beta
weights for CS+ were compared against vCS–, oCS–, GS1, GS2, and GS3. Red data points signify stimulus-types to which responses generalized after applying
Hochberg’s adjustment for multiple comparisons (Hochberg, 1988) at the group level for each network. As can be seen, responses in bilateral-CEN were elevated
from oCS– to CS+ and all three GSs in PTSD and SubPTSD, but were only elevated to CS + and GS3 in TC reflecting overgeneralization of bilateral-CEN responses in
PTSD and SubPTSD. Generalization did not extend farther in PTSD or SubPTSD v. TC for any other network. One of the more pronounced group effects on gradient
shape across bilateral-SN, bilateral-CEN, and right-CEN (A) is less steep response-curve from CS+ to GS3 in PTSD v. TC [bilateral-SN:F(1,35) = 5.909, p = p.020;
bilateral-CEN: F(1,35) = 10.843, p = 0.002, and right-CEN: F(1,35) = 5.614, p = 0.023]. Such effects indicate nearly complete generalization of responding in these
three networks from CS+ to the GS3 among those with, but not without, PTSD. Graphs for left-SN, dorsal-striatum, and striatum/thalamus (b) include brackets
and significance levels to indicate group differences in broad generalization to all safe circular stimuli [(oCS–, GS1, GS2, GS3)/4] – (CS+). Coordinates are based
on the right-anterior-inferior (RAI) system. ns, not significant. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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along expected positive generalization-gradients in TC and
SubPTSD, but were all relatively flat across CS+, GSs, and oCS−
in PTSD. Consistent with this observation, response in all three
of these ICNs were significantly reduced to safe ring-shaped stim-
uli (GS3, GS2, GS1, oCS−) compared to CS+ among TC and
SubPTSD ( ps < 0.001), whereas responses to safe ring-shaped
stimuli were not significantly different from CS+ in PTSD
( ps > 0.12). That the ring-shaped CS+ elicited comparable
responses to all safe rings in PTSD, but not TC or SubPTSD, sug-
gests a broader form of PTSD-related overgeneralization in these
three networks to all safe stimuli sharing the circular form of CS+.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3b, responses in these three ICNs
among those with PTSD appear to sharply decline from the ring-
shaped safety-cue (oCS−) to the one non-circular, safe stimulus
(vCS), while such responses in TC and SubPTSD appear to bot-
tom out at oCS− with little additional decline from oCS− to
vCS−. In support of this visual assessment, oCS− v. vCS− elicited
stronger left-CEN, dorsal-striatum, and striatum/thalamus
responses in PTSD ( ps < 0.02), but not TC or SubPTSD ( ps >
0.39), with the one exception that dorsal-striatum responses to
oCS− v. vCS− were elevated at the trend level in TC ( p = 0.09).
Taken together, such findings suggest broad overgeneralization
to safe stimuli sharing the circular form of the CS+ in
left-CEN, dorsal-striatum, and striatum/thalamus among those
with PTSD.

Gradient shape and PTSD symptom severity. We next assessed
correlations between CAPS scores and broad generalization
defined as difference scores between averaged ICN responses to
all safe ring-shaped stimuli minus CS+. Results revealed positive
correlations between CAPS scores and broad generalization in
left-CEN (r = 0.32, p = 0.013), dorsal-striatum (r = 0.38, p =
0.003), and striatum/thalamus (r = 0.35, p = 0.046) (online
Supplementary Fig. S1B), implicating a more expansive form of
overgeneralization to all ring-shaped stimuli in these ICNs as
brain markers of PTSD symptom severity.

Negative generalization-gradients
Responses across stimuli in posterior-DN and anterior-DN
formed negative generalization-gradients, with strongest
responses to vCS− and oCS− and gradually declining responses
as stimuli became more similar to CS+ (Fig. 3c). All Group ×
Stimulus-type interactions in these DNs were non-significant
(Table 2).

Between-network associations
To assess the extent to which SN works in tandem with CEN and
DN during generalization, we correlated the magnitude of gener-
alization within SN to such magnitudes in CEN and DN. As
shown in online Supplementary Table S4, positive correlations
were found between measures of generalization in bilateral-SN
and bilateral-CEN (r = 0.52, p < 0.0001); striatum/thalamus and
right-CEN (r = 0.35, p = 0.008); and left-CEN and bilateral-SN
(r = 0.29, p = 0.027), dorsal-striatum (r = 0.40, p = 0.002), and stri-
atum/thalamus (r = 0.36, p = 0.006). Additionally, an inverse cor-
relation was found between measures of generalization in
bilateral-SN and anterior-DN (r = 0.43, p = 0.001) (online
Supplementary Table S5). All other inter-network associations
were non-significant.

Moderating effects of CAPS. CAPS scores positively moderated
relations between generalization in bilateral-SN and both
bilateral-CEN ( p = 0.045) and right-CEN ( p = 0.021) (online
Supplementary Table S4). Online Supplementary Fig. S2

illustrates this finding further, showing effects for each group sep-
arately. No moderating effects of CAPS on SN-DN relations were
found (online Supplementary Table S5).

Discussion

The present study is the first to assess the role of large-scale brain
networks in either generalization of conditioned-fear or abnor-
malities in generalization associated with PTSD. This network-
based approach aimed to expand on previously found neural cor-
relates of both generalization and PTSD-related overgeneraliza-
tion, which largely fall within central hubs of the SN, CEN, and
DN.

The contribution of ICNs to generalized conditioned-fear

As predicted, activity in ICNs representing SN and CEN all fell
along positive generalization-gradients reflecting peak activations
to the conditioned danger-cue (CS+) and gradual declines as
stimuli perceptually differentiated from CS+. In line with the
known role of the SN in salience detection (Seeley et al., 2007;
Uddin, 2015), the contribution of SN to generalization may lie
in graded levels of threat-related salience, with highest levels to
CS+ and diminishing levels to stimuli with decreasing CS+
resemblance. Generalization effects in the CEN may be under-
stood in the context of previous work linking increases in cogni-
tive load to heightened activity and connectivity (e.g. Tomasi,
Chang, Caparelli, & Ernst, 2007) in this network. According to
attentional control theory (Eysenck, Derakshan, Santos, &
Calvo, 2007) cognitive correlates of anxiety including worry,
attentional bias toward threat, and top-down efforts to manage
anxiety consume limited working-memory resources, thereby
increasing the cognitive load of goal-oriented tasks. In the cur-
rent study, participants were tasked with monitoring the color
of crosshairs, rating perceptions of risk when the crosshair
turned red, and maintaining a still body posture despite receiving
shocks. Increases in anxiety to stimuli bearing increasing resem-
blance to CS+ may proportionately augment the cognitive load of
study-related tasks, leading to a corresponding increase in CEN
engagement. This perspective aligns with previous interpreta-
tions imputing CEN over-engagement in PTSD during threat
to increased, top-down attempts to regulate fear reactivity
(Rabellino et al., 2015), a response to threat thought to deplete
cognitive resources (Eysenck et al., 2007). Furthermore, the
positive association between levels of generalization in
bilateral-SN and bilateral-CEN is consistent with the above-
described interpretation linking heightened SN-mediated threat
detection during GSs to increases in CEN-mediated cognitive-
load/fear-regulation.

Within the DN, activations fell along negative generalization-
gradients characterized by peak deactivations to CS+ and
increasing activations as presented stimuli differentiated from
CS+. This expected pattern of DN findings suggests that internal
mentation, the primary function attributed to the DN (e.g.
Andrews-Hanna, Reidler, Sepulcre, Poulin, & Buckner, 2010),
was disrupted most by CS+, with gradually less disruption by
stimuli with less CS+ similarity. Additionally, levels of general-
ization in anterior-DN were inversely related to levels displayed
by bilateral-SN, implying that increased generalization of threat
detection by the SN was accompanied by reduced generalization
of disruptions to internally-focused thought subserved by the
DN.
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Network-Based neural substrates of PTSD-related
overgeneralization

While effects of PTSD on levels of generalization in the DN were
not found, PTSD was associated with heightened generalization in
bilateral-SN, bilateral-CEN, and right-CEN as reflected by less-steep
declines in neural gradients of generalization from CS+ to GSs to CS
−. Moreover, levels of generalization in these three ICNs, captured
by gradient steepness, were positively correlated with PTSD symp-
tom severity, strengthening conclusions that generalization-related
activity in SN and CEN reflect promising brain-based markers of
PTSD. Additionally, relations between levels of generalization
instantiated in bilateral-SN and both bilateral-CEN and right-CEN
strengthened with increasing PTSD symptom severity. These
between-network findings may indicate that heightened generaliza-
tion of threat-related salience detection to safe GSs (via SN) was
accompanied by an amplified impact of such threat detection on
cognitive load (via CEN), among those with PTSD.

Networks implementing broad overgeneralization in PTSD
A second pattern of PTSD-related overgeneralization was found in
left-CEN and subcortical aspects of SN centered on dorsal-striatum
and striatum/thalamus. In these three networks, PTSD was asso-
ciated with broader generalization to all safe stimuli sharing the cir-
cular form of the CS+. Furthermore, PTSD symptom severity was
positively related to broad generalization to all safe circular stimuli
instantiated in left-CEN, dorsal-striatum, and striatum/thalamus,
implicating broad generalization to safe stimuli resembling danger-
cueswithin these three ICNs as promising neural signatures of PTSD.

Such findings in dorsal-striatum and striatum/thalamus may
reflect the cortico-striatal-thalamic loop (CSTL: Peters et al.,
2016), a bidirectional regulatory circuit thought to flag
motivationally-relevant stimuli and deploy cognitive control via
cortical nodes in the SN and CEN, respectively, and facilitate con-
trol of behavioral responses to such stimuli. Dorsal-striatum and
striatum/thalamus may represent the subcortical aspects of this
circuit, as both include thalamic nodes and display sizeable
generalization-related correlations with both bilateral-SN and
left-CEN. Within the CSTL, striatal nuclei are proposed to exert
modulatory control over behavior (Peters et al., 2016), a view con-
sistent with past findings implicating dorsal/ventral striatum as an
emotion-action interface (e.g. Cain & LeDoux, 2008). Although
behavioral avoidance of shock was not possible in this study, sub-
jects may have felt the impulse to avoid when exposed to CS+ or
resembling GSs, reflecting an initial preparatory stage of action-
selection putatively subserved by the striatum (Kimchi &
Laubach, 2009). The found link between PTSD and broad over-
generalization in dorsal-striatum and striatum/thalamus may
thus reflect more persistent readiness to avoid as presented circles
become less similar to CS+ in PTSD. In other words, less threat
information may be required to initiate striatally-mediated, pro-
tective behaviors among those with PTSD.

Similar patterns of broad generalization in left-CEN may
implicate left-CEN in cognitive control processes that regulate
preparation to act at the level of the striatum, as core nodes of
left-CEN include dlPFC areas implicated in inhibitory control
(e.g. Henderson, Pine, & Fox, 2015) that have extensive projec-
tions to the dorsal striatum (Haber, 2016).

CEN lateralization
The lateralization of PTSD-related abnormalities in CEN pres-
ently found are broadly consistent with previous findings that

CEN is more functionally lateralized than other networks (e.g.
Smith et al. 2009; Son et al. 2017). Specifically, right-CEN has
been found to display coupling with attentional networks at rest
(Wang, Buckner, & Liu, 2014) and has been associated with
implicit attention toward perceptual and interoceptive cues
(Heine et al., 2012; Laird et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2009). In the
present study, group effects in the right-CEN may therefore link
PTSD to excessive attentional bias toward safe cues resembling
danger-cues. Left-CEN, on the other hand, has been associated
with control of cognition and language (Laird et al., 2011;
Smith et al., 2009), which may support a role in many explicit
emotion-regulation strategies (Kim & Hamann, 2007; Morawetz,
Bode, Derntl, & Heekeren, 2017; Nicholson et al., 2018). Thus,
to the extent that left-CEN activation represents explicit fear-
regulation in the present task, the found pattern of broad over-
generalization in PTSD suggests that less danger information is
needed to prompt emotion regulation among those with PTSD.

Treatment implications

Current findings support therapeutic approaches to PTSD aimed at
reducing the threat-related salience of benign events resembling
aspects of the trauma. According to the triple-network model of psy-
chopathology (Menon, 2011), the SN serves as the gateway to the
SN-CEN-DN system and coordinates downstream activity in CEN
and DN. Thus, therapeutically targeting the SN-mediated salience
of safe stimulus events resembling the trauma should have cascading
effects on CEN and DN, including reductions in PTSD-related over-
generalization within the CEN. Such decreases in threat-related sali-
ence could be achieved through in vivo exposure therapy using a fear
hierarchy of trauma-related stimuli, with exposures to stimuli resem-
bling the trauma (i.e. GSs) added at each level of the hierarchy.
These exposures to GSs delivered in the absence of aversive out-
comes would serve to attenuate the threat-related salience of GSs
by both disconfirming erroneous threat beliefs and habituating dis-
tress responses, two key therapeutic mechanisms underlying expos-
ure treatments (e.g. Craske, Hermans, & Vervliet, 2018).

Network-based substrates of overgeneralization may also be
treated through interventions more directly targeting CEN and
SN. For example, low frequency, repetitive transcranial magnetic
stimulation (rTMS) could be applied to lateral nodes of the
CEN to inhibit overgeneralization of CEN responses among
those with PTSD during therapeutic exposures to safe situations
resembling the trauma. The potential efficacy of this intervention
is consistent with meta-analytic findings of reduced PTSD symp-
tom severity following inhibitory rTMS stimulation of dlPFC
(Boggio et al., 2010). Additionally, using rTMS to modulate the
SN during generalization could be achieved by stimulating the
inferior-frontal-gyrus, an aspect of the SN (Yeo et al., 2011) pre-
viously targeted to alter SN function (Li et al., 2019).

The added value of network-derived neural correlates of
generalization

Though network findings reported herein are consistent with past
findings localizing neural correlates of generalization in discrete
nodes of the SN, CEN, and DN (see Table 1), current results provide
a numberof novel insights. First, well documented psychological cor-
relates of neural dynamics within and between SN, CEN, and DN
(e.g. Menon, 2011) sharpen psychological interpretations of brain
activations instantiating generalization. Specifically, as described in
more detail above, current network-based results bring interactive
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effects between saliencedetection (via SN: e.g. Seeleyet al., 2007), cog-
nitive control (CEN: e.g. Cole et al., 2014), and internally-focused
thought (DN: e.g. Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014) into the fold to better
understand the cognitive processes engaged during generalization. A
second novel insight derives from the found moderating effect of
PTSD symptoms on relations between levels of generalization instan-
tiated in SN and CEN, providing the first evidence that PTSD may
increase the extent to which generalized salience-detection by SN
leads to greater attempts at CEN-mediated cognitive control (e.g.
emotion regulation). Third, results of present analyses are the first
to identify neural markers of broad over-generalization in PTSD.
Namely, as PTSD symptoms increased across our sample, left-CEN
and striato-thalamic networks showed corresponding increases in
responses to all stimuli bearing the circular form of CS+.
Accordingly, generalization-related abnormalities in these networks
among those with PTSDmay facilitate the transfer of fear from CS+
to stimuli with only minimal CS+ resemblance, conferring risk for a
more pathogenic form of over-generalization in PTSD. Finally, cur-
rent network-based analyses reveal untapped, candidate neural-
targets for interventions aimed at reducing generalization. For
example, findings substantiating SN and DN as neural substrates of
generalization implicate the lateral extensions of SN into inferior
frontal gyri (Yeo et al., 2011), or lateral aspects of DN in the angular
gyrus or temporal cortices (Yeo et al., 2011) asmore accessible targets
for noninvasive neuromodulation of generalization than deeper
structures of the SN (e.g. AI) or DN (e.g. vmPFC).

Conclusions

SN, CEN, and DN were all found to instantiate the clinically rele-
vant process of generalized conditioned-fear. Additionally, PTSD
patients displayed overgeneralization in SN and CEN, but not
DN, and the extent of SN and CEN generalization scaled with
PTSD symptom severity. These findings implicate overgeneraliza-
tion in SN and CEN as promising network-based markers of
PTSD, and suggest both elevated threat detection by the SN
and increases in CEN-mediated cognitive load and/or emotion
regulation during exposure to safe experiences resembling the
traumatic encounter among combat veterans with PTSD.
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